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Complaining or venting on social media is fairly common. 
However, as an official agency, public displays of affliction does 
not portray the best image. Long Beach Fire expressed some 
displeasure on Twitter when discussing the their pilot program. 
 
After reading this tweet, the public’s perception is that if 9-1-1 is 
called, no ambulances will respond. This is irresponsible and 
wrong. (Almost all emergency services have mutual aid 
agreements or memorandum of understandings in place.) 
 
Positioning your agency as a fear mongerer or the Harbinger of 
Evil will only further distance yourself from people who would 
be willing to help your cause. Inform them of dangers, but more importantly, engage them publically on social. 
 
If there is internal displeasure with the new staffing models, be proactive and offer transparent solutions in the 
tweet. Cite websites that provide industry information. Publically share statistical data that supports changes 
with current programs. These online tactics will help direct and educate the general public on how to be better 
informed on other program and possible other options yet unexplored. 
 
Additionally you can rally your constituents behind better initiatives by engaging with them publically via 
social media. It demonstrates that your department’s community involvement is a key part of a better solution.  
 
As an official account, Twitter’s 140-character limit is really no place to moan/groan. 
 
A more effective tweet could have read: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By phrasing it this way:  
1. You identify that resources are…well…maxed out. 
2. You use hashtags (#Firefighters and #Paramedic) that will help increase visibility in your tweets. 
3. You stress the importance of providing dedicated service to your community. 
4. You provide a traceable/measureable link that informs and helps bring visibility to this critical situation. 
 
Time is valuable, so tweet good stuff. 
 

Follow me on                @rusnivek 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Or 
just 
read 
the 

blog: 

www.whereisrusnivek.com 
: 

LBFD resources are maxed out. #Firefighters cannot provide adequate #Paramedic service to our 
communities. Help us find a solution <insert link here> 
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